Intermediate Laptop Holdall

Add a stylish twist to your laptop holdall with this personalised yet practical design
from online sewing and embroidery expert Sally McCollin of www.stitcharena.co.uk
You will need:
2 metres of calico as
stabilising fabric
1 metre of polyester wadding
1 A3 sheet of flexi-foam
Dressmaker’s pattern paper
Fabric scissors and
embroidery scissors
Tailors chalk

50 cm of 20mm elastic
Cutting Mat, rotary cutter
and ruler
1 spool of white Brother
bobbin thread
3 lots of fabric measuring
0.5m long

1 reel of cotton sewing thread
in a toning shade
Magnetic snap fastener
29mm cover buttons
Bias binding
Selection of rayon
embroidery threads

FABRIC INFORMATION

Calico
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
Front Panel –1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm
Transformer and Lead Pocket – 1 piece measuring 29cm x 29cm
Mouse Pouch – 1 piece measuring 19cm x 21cm
Base stabiliser cover – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 20cm
Outer Base and Lining Base – 2 pieces measuring 50cm x 11cm

Wadding
•
•
•
•

Front Panel – 1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
Outer Fabric – 1 piece measuring 38cm x 98cm
Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm

Fabric A
•
•
•
•
•

Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm
Front Panel – 1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
Transformer and Lead Pocket – 1 piece measuring 29cm x 29cm
Mouse Pouch – 1 piece measuring 19cm x 21cm
Handle Loops – 4 pieces each measuring 10cm x 20cm

Fabric B
• Outer Fabric – 1 piece measuring 38cm x 98cm
• Outer Base – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 11cm

Fabric C
• Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
• Lining Base – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 11cm
• Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm

Use 1cm seam allowances throughout, unless otherwise stated.
Embroidered front panel

1.	Layer wadding (30cm x 40cm) between
calico (30cm x 40cm) and fabric A
(30cm x 40cm) with the right side of
fabric A face up.
2. Baste them together.
3.	Use the programmed stitches to sew
vertical lines down the front panel
alternating the embroidery threads (fig 1).
Tip: Explore different combinations of stitches:
enlarge, flip, rotate and join together to
make an individual pattern (fig 2).
Tip: By using a striped fabric this will help
you to keep the lines parallel. Alternatively,
draw lines on your fabric using tailor chalk.
4. Trim edges of front panel to measure
28cm wide x 38cm.

Fig 1
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Main body of bag

1.

Place wadding (38cm x 98cm) underneath
fabric B (38cm x 98cm) and tack together.
2. Stitch vertical lines of programmed
embroidery stitches inside the centres
of some of the motifs. Remove tacking
stitches (fig 3).
3.	With right sides of front panel and fabric
B together, pin then stitch short side
seams (fig 4).

Fig 3

Fig 4

Prepare Linings

1.

Place calico (38cm x 58cm) behind each
piece of fabric C (38cm x 58cm) with right
side of fabric C face up.

Laptop pocket

1.	Using the laptop pocket template diagram
(fig 5) as a guide, draw around your laptop
on a piece of paper (shown by red dotted
line). Add 8cm to sides and base, creating
curved cut-outs at lower corners.
2. Cut this shape out.
3.	Using the A3 sheet of flexi-foam, cut
off the lower corner in a curved line as
shown in (fig 6).
4. Trace around the template onto
dressmakers’ pattern paper, adding
1cm seam allowances.
5.	Use this new template to cut two pieces
from fabric B and one piece from calico
(dimensions dependent on laptop size).
6. Place right sides of shaped fabric B
together and then position the calico
on top (fig 7).
7. Sew all round curved edges and across
straight top edge (longer edge illustrated
in fig 6), leaving sides and lower
edge open.
8. Clip and notch curved seams and trim
excess fabric from seam allowances
and corners.
9. Turn to right side and press.
10.	Use a zigzag stitch to neaten the raw
side edges.
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11.	Use a straight stitch to sew down both side
edges (both layers together). Leave lower
edge open.
12. Position laptop pocket centrally onto lining
fabric along lower raw edge, temporarily
pinning or tacking in place along lower
edge only (to stop it from moving out of
position) (fig 8).
13. Measure a point 4cm down and 4cm in
from lower outer curved side edge (fig 9).
Draw a vertical line up from this point on
lining fabric and machine stitch along this
line through both layers of lining fabric to
create a visual guide.
14. Fold out the lining fabric as shown in
fig 10 so that it lies next to the pocket.
15. Fold the side edge of the lining fabric
inwards as shown by red arrow A (fig 10)
so that you can see the line of vertical
machine stitching (see vertical black
dotted line in fig 10).
16. Fold back the pocket as shown by red
arrow B (fig 10) so that both point C’s
match up and raw side edge of pocket
lies along the stitching (fig 11).
17. Pin then stitch side edge in place (fig 11).
Repeat on other side. (The pocket will be
inside out at this point).
18. Turn pocket right side out to enclose
side seams.
19. Remove lower tacking stitches and insert
flexi-foam into opening.
20. Pin then stitch in place to lining along
lower edge (fig 12).
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Transformer and lead pocket

1.

Take fabric A (29cm x 29cm) and place
calico underneath (29cm x 29cm).
2. Fold top edge over 0.5cm to wrong side
then over again by 2.5cm and pin in place.
3. Stitch close to lower edge of folded
section to form a channel.
4. Cut 20mm from the length of elastic.
5. Attach a safety pin to one end and thread
the elastic through the channel. Secure at
other end with machine stitching through
all layers (fig 13).
6.	Draw up the elastic to gather the fabric
slightly so that the end with the safety
pin is visible, then sew through all layers
and elastic on opposite side (as before)
to secure.
7. Trim off the excess elastic to finish.
8. Fold side edges over 1cm to wrong side
and temporarily tack in place.
9. Make 2cm pleats at each lower side
edge (slightly away from the side edge).
10. Turn pocket upside down with wrong
side face up (fig 14) and pin in position
to lining pieces.
Tip: We placed our so that the right corner
of the pocked lies 10cm in from the side
edge and 6cm up from the lower edge.
11. Machine stitch across lower edge.
12. Fold pocket upwards, pin down each
edge and machine stitch through all
layers to complete.
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Add Base section to Main body of bag

1.

Place lining base section in fabric C
on top of similar calico piece.
2.	Use base section piece of fabric B
and place calico underneath to stabilise
and attach base section to lining (fig 15)
3.	With wrong sides (calico) facing outwards,
pin lower raw edge of outer fabric to
base section, gathering any excess
fabric evenly around shaped ends.
4. Machine stitch in place all round
5. Trim off excess fabric at corners and
seam allowances and turn right side out.

Fig 15

Attach Fastening

1.

Attach magnetic snap centrally to
front and back of lining (following
manufacturer’s instructions) placing
each piece 4-5cm down from top
edge (fig 16).

Fig 16

Insert Lining into Main Bag

1.

2.
3.

Place completed lining inside outer bag
so that the raw edges around the top are
level with each other.
Tack them together through all layers.
Attach bias binding all round top edge
to enclose raw edges (fig 17).

Fig 17

Handles (make 2)

1.

Place fabric C (8cm x 82cm) and fabric A
(8cm x 82cm) with right sides together.
2. Place wadding (8cm x 82cm) on top.
3. Place calico (8cm x 82cm) on top of
both fabrics.
4. Pin layers together along the long sides.
5. Sew up the seam through all layers.
6. Trim off excess wadding
7. Turn to right side so that fabrics A and
C are on the outside.
8. Fold ends inside 1cm and machine or
hand sew across openings.
9. Position ends of handles to top edge of
bag at a slight angle and machine stitch
through all layers (fig 19).
10.	Using remains of fabric B, cover the cover
buttons and attach to handles on front.

Fig 18

Advanced Laptop Holdall

To take your stitching to the next level with the laptop holdall, explore different ways
to apply programmed embroidery on the front panel with this design from online
sewing and embroidery expert Sally McCollin of www.stitcharena.co.uk
You will need:
2 metres of calico as
stabilising fabric
1 metre of polyester wadding
1 A3 sheet of flexi-foam
3 pieces of contrast fabrics
measuring 30 x 40cm
Dressmaker’s pattern paper
Fabric scissors and
embroidery scissors

Tailors chalk
50 cm of 20mm elastic
Cutting mat, rotary cutter
and ruler
1 spool of white Brother
bobbin thread
3 lots of fabric measuring
0.5m long

1 reel of cotton sewing
thread in a toning shade
Magnetic snap fastener
29mm cover buttons
Bias binding
Selection of rayon
embroidery threads

CUTTING THE FABRIC PIECES

Calico
• Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
• Front Panel –1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
• Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm
• Transformer and Lead Pocket – 1 piece measuring 29cm x 29cm
• Mouse Pouch – 1 piece measuring 19cm x 21cm
• Base stabiliser cover – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 20cm
• Outer Base and Lining Base – 2 pieces measuring 50cm x 11cm
Wadding
• Front Panel – 1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
• Outer Fabric – 1 piece measuring 38cm x 98cm
• Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
• Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm

Fabric A
• Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm
• Front Panel – 1 piece measuring 30cm x 40cm
• Transformer and Lead Pocket – 1 piece measuring 29cm x 29cm
• Mouse Pouch – 1 piece measuring 19cm x 21cm
• Handle Loops – 4 pieces each measuring 10cm x 20cm
Fabric B
• Outer Fabric – 1 piece measuring 38cm x 98cm
• Outer Base – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 11cm
Fabric C
• Lining – 2 pieces measuring 38cm x 58cm
• Lining Base – 1 piece measuring 50cm x 11cm
• Handles – 2 pieces each measuring 8cm x 82cm
Fabric D, E and F
• 1 piece each of contrast fabrics, measuring 30 x 40cm

Use 1cm seam allowances throughout, unless otherwise stated.
ADVANCED Embroidered Front Panel

1.	Using the relevant pieces from
co-ordinating and contrasting fabrics
and calico, layer the fabrics so that the
calico is on the base and the contrast
pieces are layered on top, right sides
facing up, with Fabric A as the
uppermost piece (fig 1).

Fig 1

2.	Using the programmed stitches, work
diagonal lines across the Front Panel at
45 degrees to the grain so that the
embroidery stitching lies on the true
bias (fig 2).
Tip:	Leave at least 2-3cm between the lines
of embroidery stitches. Explore different
combinations of single motifs joined
together to make a composite stitch
pattern.
3. Cut diagonally between the lines of
stitching to reveal different layers below
(these will create raw edges which will
naturally fray). Do not cut through the
lower layer of printed fabric or Calico.
4. Attach the embroidery unit for your
machine.
5. Choose motifs from your stitch library and
using metallic threads stitch motifs over
the surface of the Front Panel (fig 3).
6. Remove fabric from unit.
7.	Using a suede brush, vigorously brush
up the pile of the cut edges (fig 4).
Tip: To soften the fibres further, you could
place it in a washing machine (place it in a
pillowcase beforehand to avoid a build-up
of lint) and leave to dry, pulling into shape
whilst damp.
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Main body of bag

Now back to the main body of the bag.
Place wadding (38cm x 98cm) underneath
fabric B (38cm x 98cm) and tack together.
2. Stitch vertical lines of programmed
embroidery stitches inside the centres
of some of the motifs. Remove tacking
stitches (fig 5).
3.	With right sides of your selceted front
panel and fabric B together, pin then
stitch short side seams (fig 6).

Fig 5

1.

Fig 6

Prepare Linings

1.

Place calico (38cm x 58cm) behind each
piece of fabric C (38cm x 58cm) with right
side of fabric C face up.

Laptop pocket

1.	Using the laptop pocket template diagram
(fig 7) as a guide, draw around your laptop
on a piece of paper (shown by red dotted
line). Add 8cm to sides and base, creating
curved cut-outs at lower corners.
2. Cut this shape out.

Fig 7

3.	Using the A3 sheet of flexi-foam, cut
off the lower corner in a curved line
as shown in (fig 8).
4. Trace around the template onto
dressmakers’ pattern paper, adding
1cm seam allowances.
5.	Use this new template to cut two pieces
from fabric B and one piece from calico
(dimensions dependent on laptop size).
6. Place right sides of shaped fabric B
together and then position the calico
on top (fig 9).
7. Sew all round curved edges and across
straight top edge (longer edge illustrated
in fig 8), leaving sides and lower edge
open.
8. Clip and notch curved seams and trim
excess fabric from seam allowances and
corners.
9. Turn to right side and press.
10.	Use a zigzag stitch to neaten the raw
side edges.
11.	Use a straight stitch to sew down both
side edges (both layers together). Leave
lower edge open.
12. Position laptop pocket centrally onto
lining fabric along lower raw edge,
temporarily pinning or tacking in place
along lower edge only (to stop it from
moving out of position) (fig 10).
13. Measure a point 4cm down and 4cm in
from lower outer curved side edge (fig 11).
Draw a vertical line up from this point on
lining fabric and machine stitch along this
line through both layers of lining fabric to
create a visual guide.
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14. Fold out the lining fabric as shown in
(fig 12) so that it lies next to the pocket.
15. Fold the side edge of the lining fabric
inwards as shown by red arrow A (fig 12)
so that you can see the line of vertical
machine stitching (see vertical black
dotted line in fig 12).
16. Fold back the pocket as shown by red
arrow B (fig 12) so that both point C’s
match up and raw side edge of pocket
lies along the stitching (fig 13).
17. Pin the stitch side edge in place (fig 13).
Repeat on other side. The pocket will
be inside out at this point.
18. Turn pocket right side out to enclose
side seams.
19. Remove lower tacking stitches and
insert flexi-foam into opening.
20. Pin then stitch in place to lining along
lower edge (fig 14).

Transformer and lead pocket

1.
2.
3.
4.

Take fabric A (29cm x 29cm) and place
calico underneath (29cm x 29cm).
Fold top edge over 0.5cm to wrong side
then over again by 2.5cm and pin in place.
Stitch close to lower edge of folded
section to form a channel.
Cut 20mm from the length of elastic.

Fig 12
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5.

Attach a safety pin to one end and thread
the elastic through the channel. Secure at
other end with machine stitching through
all layers (fig 15).
6.	Draw up the elastic to gather the fabric
slightly so that the end with the safety
pin is visible, then sew through all layers
and elastic on opposite side (as before)
to secure.
7. Trim off the excess elastic to finish.
8. Fold side edges over 1cm to wrong side
and temporarily tack in place.
9. Make 2cm pleats at each lower side edge
(slightly away from the side edge).
10. Turn pocket upside down with wrong
side face up (fig 16) and pin in position
to lining pieces.
Tip: We placed our so that the right corner
of the pocked lies 10cm in from the side
edge and 6cm up from the lower edge.
11. Machine stitch across lower edge.
12. Fold pocket upwards, pin down each
edge and machine stitch through all
layers to complete.

Mouse Pouch (optional)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Take fabric A (19cm x 21cm) and place
calico (19cm x 21cm) underneath.
Fold top edge over 0.5cm then over
again by 2.5cm and pin in place.
Stitch close to lower edge of folded
section to form a channel.
Cut 15cm from the length of elastic.
Repeat steps 5-7 from transformer
and lead pocket instructions.

Fig 15
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5.

Position mouse pouch on lining and
follow steps 9-12 from transformer and
lead pocket instructions (using 1.5cm
pleas) to complete pouch (fig 16).
Tip: We place our mouse pouch 10cm in from
the opposite side edge to the transformer
pocket, ensuring that the top edges of
both pockets lie level with each other.
6. Cut 6cm of elastic.
7. Fold in half to form a loop so that the raw
ends are together.
8. Position raw edges behind mouse pouch
at right side edge so that the loop lies
below the elastic channel then machine
stitch in place.
9. To complete lining, place both lining
sections together with right sides
together (calico facing out).
10. Join side seams of lining.

Fig 16

Add Base section to Main body of bag

1.

Place lining base section in fabric C on
top of similar calico piece.
2.	Use base section piece of fabric B and
place calico underneath to stabilise and
attach base section to lining (fig 19)
3.	With wrong sides (calico) facing outwards,
pin lower raw edge of outer fabric to
base section, gathering any excess fabric
evenly around shaped ends.
4. Machine stitch in place all round
5. Trim off excess fabric at corners and
seam allowances and turn right side out.

Fig 17

Attach Fastening

1.

Attach magnetic snap centrally to
front and back of lining (following
manufacturer’s instructions) placing
each piece 4-5cm down from top
edge (fig 18).

Fig 18

Insert Lining into Main Bag

1.

2.
3.

Place completed lining inside outer bag
so that the raw edges around the top are
level with each other.
Tack them together through all layers.
Attach bias binding all round top edge
to enclose raw edges (fig 19).

Handles (make 2)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Place fabric C (8cm x 82cm) and fabric A
(8cm x 82cm) with right sides together.
Place wadding (8cm x 82cm) on top.
Place calico (8cm x 82cm) on top of
both fabrics.
Pin layers together along the long sides.
Sew up the seam through all layers.
Trim off excess wadding
Turn to right side so that fabrics A and C
are on the outside.
Fold ends inside 1cm and machine or
hand sew across openings.

Fig 19

9.

Position ends of handles to top edge of
bag at a slight angle and machine stitch
through all layers (fig 20).
10.	Using remains of fabric B, cover the cover
buttons and attach to handles on front.

Fig 20

